
M E M O R A N D U M

Medtronic 3Q16 (F2Q17) - Sales drop 3% in US as patients await 670G in
Spring 2017; 640G drives 12% INTL growth; new 670G upgrade program for
competitive pumps - November 22, 2016

Executive Highlights

▪ Worldwide Diabetes revenue totaled $462 million in 3Q16, growing a modest 3% as reported and
3% operationally year-over-year (YOY). US Diabetes sales slowed to $272 million, declining 3%
YOY as patients await launch of the MiniMed 670G hybrid closed loop in spring, 2017.
International sales of $190 million remained strong, growing 12% as reported, including 12%
operationally in developed markets (640G adoption).

▪ The MiniMed 670G/Guardian Sensor 3 hybrid closed loop is still expected to ship in the US in
"spring 2017" towards the end of the fiscal year (i.e., by April 2017). It was FDA approved in
September in an unprecedented ~three-month review. Management has very high expectations for
the launch, calling it a "revolutionary" and "breakthrough" product that will have a "big impact on
the market." Double-digit growth is expected in FY18, off easy comparisons from FY17.

▪ Medtronic has launched an aggressive Switch2System program, allowing patients on in-warranty
Animas, Insulet, Roche, and Tandem pumps to get the 630G for a total cash price of
~$1,260-$1,510 (with an old pump trade in).

▪ The Bluetooth-enabled, standalone, Guardian Connect mobile CGM launched in October in select
countries outside the US. A US launch is still expected by April 2017.

Medtronic reported 3Q16 (F2Q17) financial results today in a call led by CEO Omar Ishrak, including an
accompanying slide deck (Diabetes is slide 12, pasted below). The quarter saw "disappointing" overall
company revenue, and diabetes was cited as a key driver - patients are said to be waiting for the MiniMed
670G hybrid closed loop to launch in Spring 2017 following earlier-than-expected FDA approval in
September. Overall, this could be characterized as a transition quarter, something management expects to
resolve once the MiniMed 670G launches by April 2017. Comments in Q&A shared tremendous optimism for
the hybrid closed loop: CEO Omar Ishrak called it a "revolutionary" and "breakthrough" product that will
have a "big impact on the market." This report includes the call's top financial and pipeline highlights,
followed by a pipeline summary and Q&A related to diabetes and value-based healthcare.

Financial Highlights

1. Worldwide Diabetes revenue of $462 million grew a modest 3% as reported and operationally YOY in
3Q16. Management cited the early FDA approval of the MiniMed 670G and the September launch of the
630G as key factors in the muted growth - patients are waiting for the hybrid closed loop to launch in
Spring 2017, while some revenue from early adopters getting on the precursor 630G will be deferred until
the 670G ships (not quantified, but a smaller portion). Diabetes growth is expected to be in the mid-to-high
single digits in the second half of FY17 once the 670G launches (by April 2017), and in double digits in FY18
(May 2017-April 2018). Management has very high expectations for the launch and mentioned it several
times in Q&A.

2. US Diabetes sales slowed to $272 million, declining 3% YOY. This marked the second straight quarter of
negative US growth, a trend not seen since 2013. The MiniMed 630G was previously expected to
reinvigorate the US business, but now that the 670G has been approved, management expects most patients
will wait for hybrid closed loop. Sales rose 3% sequentially.
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3. International sales of $190 million grew a strong 12% YOY as reported, including 12% operationally in
developed markets ($150 million) and 14% operationally in emerging markets (a record-high $40 million).
This marked the third straight quarter where the international business supplied 100% of the business' YOY
growth. The 640G again saw "strong" sales in Europe, and further launches are expected in Latin America
and Asia Pacific by April 2017. Sales rose just 0.5% sequentially.

4. Two new upgrade programs are available for the MiniMed 630G/670G: (i) the aggressive
Switch2System program will allow patients on in-warranty Animas, Insulet, Roche, and Tandem pumps to
get the 630G for a total cash price of ~$1,260-$1,510 (with an old pump trade in); and (ii) the Pathway
program for current Revel/530G pumpers will allow them to go straight to the 670G for $599 or $3,100 out
of pocket (assuming the old pump is traded in).

5. Each Diabetes business unit reported its lowest growth since Medtronic began reporting divisional
performance five quarters ago: "mid-single digits" growth for the type 1-focused Intensive Insulin
Management division; "low-single digits" for the Diabetes Service & Solutions division; and high 30%
growth in the type 2-focused Non-Intensive Diabetes Therapies division, from a low base.

Pipeline Highlights

6. The MiniMed 670G/Guardian Sensor 3 hybrid closed loop is still expected to ship in the US in "Spring
2017," and management confirmed it will be towards the end of the fiscal year (i.e., by April 2017). This is
the same timing shared when the product was approved in September following an unprecedented ~three-
month FDA review. We speculate below on how much demand the MiniMed 670G might see at launch from
different type 1 market segments.

7. The MiniMed 630G (threshold suspend on the new pump platform) began shipping in September in the
US and was just approved in Canada (launching in early 2017).

8 The Bluetooth-enabled, standalone Guardian Connect mobile CGM launched in October in "select
countries" outside the US (earlier than expected) with the Enhanced Enlite sensor (likely in the EU). A US
launch with the new Guardian Sensor 3 is still expected by April 2017 ("later this fiscal year") following the
March 2016 FDA submission.

9. The new app with IBM Watson, Sugar.IQ, was not mentioned in prepared remarks, but was demoed in
September at Health 2.0. A limited launch commenced in 100 MiniMed Connect users, and a broader launch
was previously expected "later this year" (i.e., in the next 39 days).

10. Medtronic launched an Android version of MiniMed Connect for $99 in late October and has seen "solid
initial uptake." The app has 3.0/5 stars and 35 reviews on the Google Play store (1,000-5,000 downloads).

11. A limited launch of the MiniMed Pro-set with BD's FlowSmart technology commenced in September, but
was not mentioned in prepared remarks or the slide deck. The limited launch is now closed to new users,
and a full launch is expected in January-March, per BD's Analyst Day last week. Read our early test drive
here. We think it may be a red flag that the set wasn't even mentioned, given all the discussion of diabetes in
this call.

12. Medtronic had two important data strides in the quarter: the launch of compatibility with Glooko and a
new pump/CGM integration partnership with mySugr (coming soon). Neither was acknowledged today,
but we're glad to see more data partnerships to leverage CareLink.
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Other 670G Questions
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Questions and Answers

Financial and Business Highlights

1. Medtronic Diabetes worldwide revenue of $462 million increased a modest 3% as reported
and operationally YOY. Management cited the earlier-than-expected approval of the MiniMed
670G and the September launch of the MiniMed 630G as key factors in the muted growth:
"temporary disruption to pump buying patterns" and "product approval dynamics affected
growth." In short, management believes most patients are waiting for the hybrid closed loop to launch in
Spring 2017, something we're not surprised to see. Meanwhile, revenue from early adopters getting on the
precursor 630G - giving them priority access to the 670G - will be deferred until the 670G ships in the Spring
(not quantified, but this was responsible for a much smaller fraction of the slower growth). This follows very
slow 1.6% YOY growth in 2Q16, and marks the slowest first half FY growth we've ever seen for Medtronic
Diabetes. Sales rose 2% sequentially, in line with Medtronic's historical performance.

▪ Diabetes growth is expected to rebound to the "mid-to-high single digit" range in the
second half of FY17 once the 670G launches (i.e., by April 2017). Notably, "double-digit"
diabetes growth is expected next fiscal year (May 2017-April 2018) once the 670G launch really
ramps. For context, Medtronic has not seen double-digit growth in diabetes since early 2014, so this
is not a given.
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Figure 1: Medtronic Worldwide, US, and International Quarterly Sales (2013-2016)

2. US Diabetes sales slowed to $272 million, declining 3% YOY as patients wait for the
MiniMed 670G. This marked the second straight quarter of negative US growth, a trend not
seen since 2013 (prior to the 530G launching). The MiniMed 630G launched in September and was
expected to reinvigorate the US business (per the August update), but following the 670G approval,
management believes most patients are waiting for the hybrid closed loop - this is not surprising to see, given
how much the 670G and improved Guardian 3 sensor will add over the 630G and original Enlite sensor with
threshold suspend. Indeed, management shared that the 630G Priority Access Program - offering a $0-$299
upgrade to the 670G - has seen "strong demand" from early adopters, but it expects "the majority of
customers" will wait to purchase the 670G once it officially launches in spring 2017. US sales did rise 3%
sequentially from a challenging 2Q16 when US sales hit their lowest point since late 2013. Broader US insulin
pump competition was not acknowledged, but we suspect that may have contributed too: Insulet saw record-
high 3Q16 OmniPod sales and Tandem saw sales rise 32% and the launch of its new, software updateable
t:slim X2 pump in October (though Tandem's Q3 growth was slower than expected and drove a 2016 guidance
reduction).

▪ How quickly will the 670G launch go, given the high out of pocket cost for in-warranty
pumpers to switch? Most Medtronic patients will need to pay over $3,000 to upgrade to the
670G, a prohibitive price tag for most (we assume). See #4 below for the full list of upgrade
programs to get on the 670G. Management said the "full benefit" of the MiniMed 670G US launch is
not expected until FY18 (May 2017-April 2018), when Medtronic will be able to ramp sales, and of
course, have easier YOY comparisons.

▪ Said management, "The earlier than expected approval has created a bigger than
expected gap between product approval and shipment. As a result, we created a priority
access program for the 630, which offers upgrade priority to the 670G when launched. We are seeing
strong demand for this program primarily from early adopters. We do expect the majority of
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customers to wait to purchase the 670G once it launches in the spring of 2017. In addition to this
dynamic, which is driving lower than expected pump and consumable sales, a portion of our 630G
revenue is now deferred until receipt of the upgrade. Going forward, we expect some improved
revenue growth for the remainder of the fiscal year, and we expect Diabetes to ultimately return to
double-digit growth once the 670G is fully on the market next fiscal year."

Table 1: Medtronic Diabetes Sales - US

F2Q16 F3Q16 F4Q16 F1Q17 F2Q17

US Sales (millions) $280 $293 $293 $263 $272

US Sales Growth (YOY) 9% 5% 0% -4% -3%

US Sequential Sales Growth 2% 5% 0% -10% 3%

US Contribution to Overall
Medtronic Diabetes Reported
Growth

100% 56% 0% 0% 0%

3. International sales of $190 million grew a strong 12% as reported, including 12%
operationally in developed markets ($150 million) and 14% operationally in emerging markets
(a record-high $40 million). This marked the third straight quarter where the international
business supplied 100% of the business' YOY growth. The MiniMed 640G again saw "strong" sales in
Europe, and further launches are expected in Latin America and Asia Pacific by April 2017. This marks six
straight quarters of double-digit operational growth outside the US, though the pace seems to be slowing -
YOY growth of 17%-27% starting a year ago has now slowed to ~11%-12% in the past two quarters. Overall
international sales rose 0.5% sequentially from 2Q16, with strong emerging market gains (see below) offset by
the third straight quarters with a sequential decline in developed markets.

▪ Diabetes revenue in emerging markets hit an all-time high of $40 million, growing
14% YOY and 18% sequentially. In China, Diabetes sales saw "double-digit" growth. As
a reminder, Medtronic has an at-risk contact with the Chengdu, China government (announced in
January) to expand access to insulin pumps and manage a population of patients at lower cost. The
iPro2 with the older Sof-Sensor was approved in China during the quarter, but was only mentioned
in the slide deck - we assume the revenue impact was pretty minimal this quarter, though given the
population size, the potential for professional CGM in China is very high.

▪ The slide deck noted CGM reimbursement wins in Germany, Greece (!), and the Czech
Republic. The major Germany update was announced in June, though it was not mentioned in
Medtronic's August update or in prepared remarks today. Dexcom continues to expect this to drive
revenue in 2017, and we assume the same is true of Medtronic.

Table 2: Medtronic Diabetes Sales - International

F2Q16 F3Q16 F4Q16 F1Q17 F2Q17

International Sales (millions)

Developed Markets

Emerging Markets

$170

$135

$35

$181

$144

$37

$203

$166

$37

$189

$155

$34

$190

$150

$40

Sales Growth (YOY)
Reported

Operational*

-2%

~17%

7%

~24%

17%

~27%

11%

~11%

12%

~12%

Sequential Sales Growth -1% 7% 12% -7% 0.5%
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International Contribution to
Overall Reported Growth

0% 44% 100% 100% 100%

*Operational growth listed for developed markets, which represents ~80% of the business.

4. Two new upgrade programs are available for the MiniMed 630G/670G: (i) the aggressive
Switch2System program will allow patients on in-warranty Animas, Insulet, Roche, and
Tandem pumps to get the 630G for a total cash price of ~$1,260-$1,510 (with an old pump
trade in); and (ii) the Pathway program for current Revel/530G pumpers will allow them to go
straight to the 670G for $599 or $3,100 out of pocket (assuming the old pump is traded in). These
were not mentioned on the call, but we've confirmed the details (see below) with Medtronic's team. Both come
in addition to the already-announced priority access program for current pumpers to get the 630G for $599/
$3,100 (assuming old pump trade in) and then upgrade to the 670G for an additional $0-$299 (plus "first-in-
line" access). It is positive to see some upgrade path for the new hybrid closed loop, but we do not expect an
overwhelming number to take advantage, given the significant upfront cost. We continue to expect the
durable pump business model to change dramatically, since the current hardware-driven, large-upfront-cost
model prevents patients from accessing the latest technology. An increasing number of diabetes technology
companies are offering over-the-air or online software updates, including Dexcom's G4/G5, Tandem's t:slim
X2, Livongo's new meter, and Bigfoot's planned smartlooop system.

▪ Medtronic's Switch2System program is offering patients on in-warranty competitive
pumps - Animas, Insulet, Roche, Tandem - the ability to upgrade to the MiniMed 630G
system out of pocket, and thus be first in line to get on the MiniMed 670G hybrid
closed loop (launching in the US in Spring 2017). Insulet users will need to pay $999 out of pocket
(if they send their OmniPod PDM to Medtronic), while Tandem, Animas, and Roche users would
pay $749 out of pocket (if their old pump is sent to Medtronic). Those desiring to move to the 630G
must also pay $511 for the transmitter, bringing the total cash price upgrade to $1,260-$1,510. Not
sending the old pump in to Medtronic raises the price to $1,760 total - very expensive, but still far
less than the full $7,899 price tag of the MiniMed 630G. Medtronic is also offering a $200
transmitter credit for current Dexcom users that want to switch over, meaning an Animas Vibe or
t:slim G4 user could pay as low as $1,060 to get the 630G. The subsequent upgrade from the 630G
to the 670G is free if the former is acquired by December 31; otherwise it is another $299 in 2017.
(Medicare, Medicaid, Kaiser, TRICARE, CareCentrix, and distributor partners have exclusions.)

▪ Medtronic's Pathway program will allow MiniMed 530G/Revel users to get straight on
the 670G (skipping the interim 630G) for $599 or $3,100 out of pocket, depending on
whether the 530G was purchased after or before May 1, 2016 (including a $400 trade in credit).
What is most notable about this plan is that the majority of Medtronic pumpers (pre-May 1, 2016
buyers) will actually pay more ($3,100) than non-Medtronic pumpers to get on the MiniMed 670G -
clearly Medtronic is playing very tough competitive ball here.

▪ Medtronic previously announced a priority access program for 630G users to get on
the 670G for $0-$299. Patients will pay $0 out of pocket for a 630G -> 670G upgrade, assuming
the 630G is purchased by December 31. These patients also get "priority access" and "first-in-line"
status to get on the 670G. (Subject to terms listed in our previous report.) The price is $299 out of
pocket for a 630G -> 670G upgrade if the 630G is purchased in 2017. Similar to the above, the price
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for current in-warranty Medtronic 530G and Revel pumpers to get on the 630G is expensive - $599
or $3,100 out of pocket, depending on whether the pump was purchased after or before May 1, 2016
(including a $400 old pump trade in credit).

5. All three Diabetes business units reported their lowest operational growth since Medtronic
began reporting each division's performance five quarters ago:

▪ "Mid-single digits" growth in the Intensive Insulin Management division was driven by
mid-teens international growth ("strong" 640G sales in Europe and Asia Pacific) offset by low-single
digit declines in the US (MiniMed 630G and 670G timing and some deferred revenue for the
MiniMed 630G->670G Priority Access Program). Growth has steadily declined from double-digit
gains one year ago to mid-single digits this quarter.

▪ "Low-single digits" growth in the Diabetes Service & Solutions division was driven by
growth in consumables, Diabeter clinics in Europe (a fifth clinic opened in the Netherlands), and
MiniMed Connect. Sales were offset "by the impact of buying patterns" (presumably for
consumables) due to the MiniMed 630 and 670G approvals. Medtronic has consistently seen high-
single digit growth in this division over the past year, and with the BD set limited launching in
September, the slower growth was surprising to see.

▪ High 30% growth in the Non-Intensive Diabetes Therapies division was driven by
"strong" iPro2 sales to PCPs (with partner Henry Schein) and "strong" sales following a direct-to-
consumer campaign for the i-Port Advance injection port device. We wonder if this division will see
upcoming pressure as Abbott launches the much better FreeStyle Libre Pro professional CGM
sensor in the US.

Table 3: Operational Sales Growth by Diabetes Division

F1Q16 F2Q16 F3Q16 F4Q16 F1Q17* F2Q17

IIM YOY
Operational
Growth

Low double digits Mid-

Teens

Low

double

digits

High

single

digits

High

single

digits

Mid-

single

digit

DSS YOY
Operational
Growth

High-single digit Mid-

single

digit

High-

single

digit

High-

single

digit

High-

single

digit

Low-

single

digit

NDT YOY
Operational
Growth

60%-range 100% 250%+ 230%+ >75% High

30%-

range

* YOY growth comparison excludes the extra selling week in F1Q16

Pipeline Highlights

6. The MiniMed 670G/Guardian Sensor 3 hybrid closed loop is still expected to ship in the US
in "Spring 2017," and management confirmed it will be towards the end of the fiscal year (i.e.,
by April 2017). This is the same timing shared when the product was approved in September following an
unprecedented ~three-month FDA review. Read the FDA summary of safety/effectiveness data here (75
pages), or the very detailed breakdown in our previous report. The labeling is still not posted yet on the
product's FDA page. Based on the wording in Medtronic's September press release, it sounds like launch
might be carefully controlled at first: "Medtronic will begin commercial release of the MiniMed 670G system
in the spring of 2017 with system availability increasing over time" and "As the company moves toward
initial commercial release and subsequently to full production..." This was not further commented on today,
though management did allude to an eventual "full scale" launch in Q&A. We wonder how high demand will
be at launch and how Medtronic will prevent patient frustration for those dying to get on the system.
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▪ The 670G is FDA approved for people with type 1 diabetes 14+ years, though a
pediatric study in 7-13 olds is enrolling to expand the indication. The primary
completion for the study has been pushed back to "May 2017" from the previous
"December 2016." The 670G is contraindicated in <7 year olds and those on <8 units of insulin
per day, a win for Insulet in particular. As part of this approval, the FDA is requiring a post-market
study, which is presumably the ~1,000-patient study Medtronic's Dr. Fran Kaufman first discussed
at ATTD.

▪ The seven-day-wear Guardian 3 CGM sensor (formerly called "Enlite 3") has a labeled
overall MARD of 10.6% on two calibrations per day (see page 45 here). The summary data
shows a slightly improved MARD of 9.6% with 3-4 calibrations per day, and the FDA actually says
four calibrations per day "are recommended." As expected following FDA's June AP Webinar, it does
not have an insulin-dosing label claim - it only modulates basal insulin delivery.

▪ We assume international approval is still expected in Summer 2017, but it was not
commented on today. The JPM 2015 timeline shared plans to launch the 670G outside the US by
April 2018, timing Medtronic should easily beat if it is approved by next summer.

HOW MUCH DEMAND COULD THE MINIMED 670G SEE AT LAUNCH AND FROM
WHICH MARKET SEGMENTS?

Here are some ideas:

Market Segment Potential Demand at Launch
(Our Reasoning)

New MiniMed 630G users High?

(Low upgrade fee of $0-$299.)

Out-of-warranty Medtronic pump & Medtronic CGM High?

(Already using both Medtronic

products and out of warranty means

lower out of pocket.)

Out-of-warranty Medtronic pump + Dexcom CGM Medium?

(Dexcom users are pretty loyal,

though for some, the 670G may be

compelling enough to switch.)

In-warranty Medtronic pump & Medtronic CGM Medium?

(High out-of-pocket cost for most

users, though some will pay the

$599/$3,100.)

In-warranty/out-of-warranty Medtronic pump without CGM Medium?

(For how many is the 670G

compelling enough to add CGM?)

In-warranty Medtronic pump & Dexcom CGM Low-Medium?

(High out-of-pocket cost for most

users, plus many are happy with

Dexcom.)
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Animas, Tandem, Insulet users without CGM Low-Medium?

(Will they be willing to switch

pumps, pay an upgrade fee (if

applicable), AND add Medtronic

CGM?)

Animas, Tandem, Insulet users with Dexcom CGM Low-Medium?

(Will they change pumps by paying

the upgrade fee (if applicable) AND

switch from Dexcom to Medtronic

CGM?)

MDI with Dexcom CGM Low?

(Will they add a pump over MDI

AND switch to Medtronic CGM?)

MDI with SMBG Low?

(Will they add BOTH a pump and

CGM?)

OTHER 670G QUESTIONS

▪ What will reimbursement look like? Medtronic told us the 670G will be commercially
available at currently offered Medtronic pump system pricing. For context, the retail price of the
newly launched MiniMed 630G is $7,899 for the pump, transmitter, and meter. Other business
models and payer relationships are certainly possible (e.g., one monthly subscription price, service
models, etc.), though it will probably not be easy for a company like Medtronic to quickly change its
business model. We wonder how it might evolve in the next year, three years, and five years as clear
value becomes a more important part of every product launch.

▪ Will Medtronic be able to manage expectations? The terminology is a fascinating part of this
approval - Medtronic is being careful, noting the 670G "automate(s) basal insulin delivery," is a
"hybrid closed loop" system, and the "latest innovation in Medtronic's phased approach toward
developing a fully automated, closed loop system." FDA's Dr. Stayce Beck was also careful in the
FDA call to explain what the 670G can and cannot do, and where it falls on the spectrum of
improvements: "It is important to understand that this device is not automatic. There is still a need
for user interaction ... This is a breakthrough for people with diabetes, but it is in no way a cure - it
does not take everything away. But it is a step in the right direction." Still, many continue to worry
about expectations, particularly in early adopters wearing it during the day ("Basal modulation is SO
slow and conservative! I can do so much better on my own.").

▪ Will patients be ready to turn closed-loop control over to a first-gen system,
particularly at night? The MiniMed 670G shines at night, and we believe even early adopters will
see better control overnight using the system - even the best-controlled patients cannot be
automation overnight. That said, some are concerned about alarms and user interface hassles, so
we'll be interested to monitor real-world experience once it launches. Will the 670G actually
improve sleep quality for parents and adults with diabetes?

▪ Is the Guardian Sensor 3 accurate enough for dosing insulin? The new sensor has an
MARD of 10.6%, much-improved relative to Medtronic's original Enlite sensor and putting it closer
to Dexcom's G5 (MARD of 9% on two calibrations per day) and in the ballpark of Abbott's factory
calibrated FreeStyle Libre (MARD of ~11%, but no calibration needed). The FDA approval letter is
very clear on the adjunctive labeling - patients are NOT advised to make treatment decisions (e.g.,
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bolus) based on Guardian CGM values. As a reminder, the 670G only modulates basal insulin
delivery, and even that has a cap on maximum delivery per hour. We wonder if this will be an
advantage for Dexcom CGM-driven systems, as G5/G6 will presumably have an insulin-dosing label
claim by the time those systems launch (e.g., the Tandem/TypeZero system will issue automatic
correction boluses).

▪ Will other automated insulin delivery devices have this quick of an FDA review? Drs.
Stayce Beck and Courtney Lias have been clear that the Agency wants to see many AID
devices on the market: According to the summary of safety and effectiveness data, the FDA
granted the MiniMed 670G Priority Review on July 13 "because the device is a novel technology and
availability is in patients' best interest." Medtronic clearly had a phenomenally productive dialogue
with the Agency: the Approval Letter shows that the PMA was actually amended seven times (!)
following the June submission - that's more than once every two weeks during the course of the
three-month review. It's hard to know whether other companies will receive a priority review, but
most seem to be banking on reviews less than a year based on recent updates.

▪ Will other companies need to do an ~1,000-patient outcomes study, as Medtronic
plans to do? Many have wondered if other companies will also need to do such a large post-market
trial - we'll have to wait and see, as Tandem, Animas, Insulet, and others have not talked about this
publicly. The FDA has said it is flexible and we assume companies will be able to choose how much
data collection they want to do pre-market vs. post-market. Medtronic chose the fastest pre-market
path and has opted to stack most of the data post-market. It will be interesting to see what other
companies do, as they are now playing catch-up and the pressure is on to get products to market
quickly.

7. The MiniMed 630G began shipping in September in the US and was just approved in Canada
(launching in early 2017). We continue to view this as an incremental product launch on the way to the
MiniMed 670G. Management suggested as much today, noting that most patients will wait for the 670G
instead of getting the 630G. As a reminder, the 630G retains the 530G/Enlite's threshold suspend feature
(now called SmartGuard technology), but puts it on the company's new pump platform (640G, 670G) - adding
a color screen, waterproof, remote bolusing from the Contour Next Link meter, greater alarm customization,
and more (see a detailed overview of features here). As a reminder, the 630G will NOT be software update-
able to the 640G or 670G algorithm, and upgrading from a current Medtronic pump will cost either $599 or
$3,100 out of pocket (including the $400 trade in exchange credit for the old pump). The 630G is not
compatible with MiniMed Connect, meaning those desiring pump and CGM remote monitoring have to stick
with the 530G for now. In the US, the 630G is only approved for 16+ year olds, given Enlite's current labeling

8 The Bluetooth-enabled Guardian Connect mobile CGM launched in October (earlier than
previously expected) in select countries outside the US with the Enhanced Enlite sensor (we
assume mostly Europe). A US launch with the new the Guardian Sensor 3 is still expected by
April 2017 ("later this fiscal year"); the product remains under FDA review following the March
submission. Guardian Connect received a CE Mark in July and the October launch came on the earlier side of
the ~Nov 2016-Jan 2017 expectation. This product is a key competitive answer to Dexcom's G5 and Abbott's
LibreLink, plus an important Medtronic move to bring CGM into MDIs (especially with the Sugar.IQ app
launching soon; see below).

9. The new app with IBM Watson, Sugar.IQ, was not mentioned in prepared remarks, but was
demoed in September at Health 2.0. A limited launch commenced in 100 MiniMed Connect
users, and a broader launch was expected "later this year" (i.e., in the next 39 days). We're not
sure if the latter is still the case. Sugar.IQ is not currently listed on the Apple app store, but Medtronic told us
it will be free at launch and only available to Apple iOS users initially. Sugar.IQ identifies patterns based on
retrospective CGM and pump data - "[At 7 AM] Planning your day? I see you tend to go low on Saturdays
between 12 PM and 3 PM." The app also includes a food diary, enabling users to log meals and receive
actionable insights - "Having Tuna salad? Be aware that you tend to go low when you eat this meal." We had a
chance to play with the app in September and were impressed with the first-gen insights (particularly meal-
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related) and believe many CGM users will find it useful. Engagement is the biggest question - will Sugar.IQ
see sustained use (particularly meal logging, which relies on mostly manual entry via the underlying Nutrino
platform)? We think it has strong potential to change patient behavior, better inform diabetes decisions, close
the behavior loop with CGM data, and better pair cause and effect - assuming use is sustained (never a given).
With five Sugar.IQ generations on the roadmap and a large team working on this at both companies, the first-
gen app will only improve from here. Read our very detailed coverage here for more background; the two
most compelling screenshots are shown below. We believe as the diabetes community moves toward a great
culture of accountability, the use of apps like this will increase.

10. Medtronic launched an Android version of MiniMed Connect for $99 in late October and
has seen "solid initial uptake." The app has 3.0/5 stars and 35 reviews on the Google Play store
(1,000-5,000 downloads). The MiniMed Connect keychain uploader device is initially compatible with
Samsung Galaxy and Note devices and LG's G4/G5. It only works with 530G/Revel pumps and not the 630G
or 670G - we hope the latter changes in the short-term (with a new version of MiniMed Connect) or long-term
(with Bluetooth built right into the pump).

▪ MiniMed Connect Android edges out Dexcom's Android G5 in the US, which is expected
to launch later this year or early in 2017 (FDA filing in 3Q16). Dexcom's Android G5 launched "in
several key markets internationally" earlier in 3Q16; MiniMed Connect is not available outside the
US to our knowledge.

▪ In addition to broadening compatibility, the launch gives Medtronic and partner
Samsung valuable experience as they build Android versions of the Guardian Connect
mobile CGM (under FDA review for Apple's iOS) and the beta-launched Sugar.IQ app with IBM
Watson.
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▪ A retrospective CareLink analysis (n=2,794) shared last month suggested that
MiniMed Connect significantly reduces serious hypoglycemia events by 5% (>20
minutes at <50 mg/dl) and hyperglycemia events by 19% (>20 minutes at >300 mg/dl) per patient
per year.

11. A limited launch of the MiniMed Pro-set with BD's FlowSmart technology commenced in
September, but was not mentioned in prepared remarks or the slide deck. The limited launch
is now closed, and a full launch is expected in January-March, per BD's Analyst Day last week. Read
our early test drive here. The Pro-set is no longer linked or listed on the Medtronic Diabetes infusion set page
or infusion set store page, confirming that the initial limited launch has been fulfilled (feedback from at least
1,000 users in the US and France). The previous link to go straight to the MiniMed Pro-set page also brings
up an error message.

12. Medtronic had two important data strides in the quarter: the launch of compatibility with
Glooko and a new pump/CGM integration partnership with mySugr (coming soon):

▪ Glooko: Medtronic users simply link their Glooko and CareLink accounts once, and then the data
will flow automatically. We're glad to see a tight cloud-cloud integration for MiniMed Connect users,
which enables automatic mobile data upload to CareLink once a day, and then data automatically
sent to Glooko's Android and iOS apps - on-the-go smartphone viewing is key, particularly for HCP
appointments. Those without MiniMed Connect will still need to upload to the CareLink web-based
platform using a computer, but this should become a thing of the past once Medtronic adds
Bluetooth to its pumps (in the pipeline, but no timing has ever been shared). The integration is a
long time coming - Medtronic invested in Glooko in March 2015, and at ADA, the integration was
expected to launch in July. Glooko ran a long beta program to identify edge cases and bugs, which
resulted in a delay, but surely a more seamless integration. Glooko's website does not mention the
630G or upcoming 670G in its "Compatibility" section, and the help page only says 530G and
Paradigm pumps are supported at this time. We assume that will change.

▪ mySugr: The companies signed a worldwide partnership (announced in a mySugr industry update
earlier this month) to "soon" integrate pump and CGM data automatically into the mySugr app. The
tight integration will allow users to connect their CareLink and mySugr accounts (cloud-to-cloud),
meaning the data will flow automatically in both directions (mySugr ->CareLink and CareLink ->
mySugr). This adds to a growing list of data partnerships for Medtronic and a clear vote of
confidence in mySugr (who also has partnerships with Abbott's FreeStyle Libre, Dexcom's G4/G5,
Roche's Accu-Chek Connect, and the Profil Institute). mySugr did not initially focus on sensor data
with its app, though that is changing in the latest versions, which do a good job of integrating lots of
data from HealthKit automatically (e.g., Dexcom CGM, carb information, exercise) and sensor data
from Abbott's FreeStyle LibreLink Android app.

Pipeline Summary

PUMP, AUTOMATED INSULIN DELIVERY, AND INFUSION SETS

Pump/Infusion Set Pipeline Product Latest Timeline

MiniMed 630G with Enlite

Threshold suspend on new pump platform

(waterproof, color screen, remote bolus from

meter)

US shipments began in September 2016.

Approved in Canada in October and launching in

early 2017.

MiniMed 670G with Guardian Sensor 3

Hybrid closed loop

FDA approved in September. Launch expected by

April 2017 in the US. International approval

expected in summer 2017.
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Pediatric pivotal clinical trial currently recruiting

(7-13 years)

MiniMed Pro-set Infusion Set with FlowSmart

technology

Limited launch began in September. Full launch

expected in January-March (per BD's Analyst Day)

MiniMed 690G

Incorporating DreaMed MD-Logic algorithm to

add automatic correction boluses

Feasibility study completed in June 2016. Bridging

study has NIH funding

(per July 2016 NIH AP Workshop)

Other infusion set innovations:

- An extended wear set

- Two different CGM-insulin delivery combo sets

- Two unknown innovations ("SC2," "Solo")

Over next three years

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

Next-gen Advanced Hybrid Closed loop

Smaller touchscreen-looking pump with

smartphone control, an algorithm that performs

automatic bolus corrections, and "biometric,"

"multi-parameter" sensing

May 2020+

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

CGM SENSOR PIPELINE (PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL)

CGM Pipeline Product Latest Timeline

Guardian Connect standalone mobile CGM

Bluetooth-enabled transmitter, Enlite 2 (OUS) or

Guardian Sensor 3 (US).

CE Marked in July 2016; Launched in October is

select EMEA markets.

FDA PMA submission in March 2016, approval

expected in ~November 2016-April 2017 ("second

half of FY17").

iPro 3 Professional CGM

"Single-use," blinded, MARD of ~11%.

Launch by April 2018

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

Harmony 1 personal CGM sensor

10% MARD, 10-day wear, one calibration per

day, 90-minute warm up, redundancy via two

sensor flexes

Pivotal trial in 1H17, launch by April 2019

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day).

iPro 4 Professional CGM

Adds real-time data to iPro 3

Launch by April 2019

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

iPro 5

Slim, round bandage-looking; seven-day wear,

<10% MARD

Launch by April 2019-April 2020 (per the June 2016

Analyst Day)

Harmony 2 Personal CGM sensor

<10% MARD, 30% reduced size, and "additional

biometrics"

Launch by April 2020

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)
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Combo seven-day CGM-insulin infusion set Launch by April 2021

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

DATA ANALYTICS AND CONNECTIVITY PIPELINE

Data/Connectivity Pipeline Product Latest Timeline

Android MiniMed Connect Launched in October in the US.

IBM Watson app, Sugar.IQ Gen 1 ("Personal

Diabetes Assistant")

Analyzes retrospective data: "How have I been

doing?"

Limited launch began in September in 100 MiniMed

Connect users, broader launch by end of 2016.

Glooko integration for pump/CGM data

management

Launched in October.

mySugr-CareLink integration for pump/CGM

data management

Partnership announced in a mySugr industry update

in November, but no launch timing shared.

Next-gen CareLink Pro reports, including

analytics to optimize pump basal and bolus

settings

Launch previously expected this summer (per ADA

2016)

Provider CGM Analytics: Logbook app

Adding behavioral context to CGM data

Launch by April 2017

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

IBM Watson app, Sugar.IQ Gen 2

Adds glucose prediction: "How will I be doing?"

Launching in ~Summer 2017

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

Provider CGM Analytics: Outcomes Snapshot

Population health, quality metrics,

benchmarking

Launch by April 2018

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

IBM Watson app, Sugar.IQ Gen 3

Adds therapy dialogue Q&A: "Watson, what

should I be doing?"

Launching in ~Summer 2018

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

Provider CGM Analytics: Patient Snapshot

Personalized care plans via proCGM and

Biometrics

Launch by April 2020

(per the June 2016 Analyst Day)

Questions and Answers

Q: Hooman, I think we all understand the disruption in light of 670G, but I think earlier on, a
few months ago, there was more enthusiasm around the 630G and the reward program. Can
you bridge that gap? Did something change in your view about the receptivity of the 670G in
the transition or reward program?

A: With the 630G, once we had this product in the hands of our sales team and in front of physicians and
patients, we actually saw good momentum with the product. Just to provide a reminder, this was approved in
early August and it takes a few weeks to demo it, to get it in front of the sales team, to get it in front of
physicians, and that makes August for us a tough comparison. Then when we get the 670 approved, which was
much earlier than expected, we implemented the priority access program, and we saw, as the commentary
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suggested, some good uptick with respect to that, but primarily from early adopters. So, I think if you take a
look at it on balance, I think the 630G, once it was in the marketplace, performed well. I think our dynamic,
which was purely US-based, was the fact that in less than two months, we had two major product approvals in
the same geography. And there's operational transition that comes with this and there's a degree of - I would
say - perhaps confusion and disruption to demand because of it. That was really the biggest catalyst. Now,
going forward, we still remain very excited that the enthusiasm around the 670 - it's great. As the commentary
suggested, we're going to ramp, but once this thing is full scale, we'll return to double-digit growth.

Q: [...] One question investors are going to have today is on the US business. If we looked at US
growth corporate wide on an organic basis, it's basically flat this quarter. So I'd love to hear
the group's thoughts on the health of the US device market and what appears to be some
slowdown at least reflected in your results and some other companies' results over the last
quarter.

A: I think the primary driver for us is the fact that the US is more sensitive to new product cadence, and we're
big enough in the market that we reflect some market up and down a little bit ourselves. And as we launch
new products in the U.S., I think we will benefit accordingly [...] You mentioned Diabetes. that's primarily the
US launch on the 670G, and we think that will have a big impact on the market. And the slowdown in
Diabetes was mostly in the US, which impacted the overall market. [...]

Q: Is there anything to quantify on the Diabetes side on how large the revenue deferral is?

A: I think it's tough to quantify that. That's a portion of the drop in our growth rate in Diabetes. I think the
delay in actual shipment is the bigger portion, but the deferral is only a limited amount.

Q: Good morning, guys. Thanks for taking the question. Just starting off with the fiscal 2017
guidance. I think it would be helpful if you can talk a little bit about where you'd expect things
to get better in the third and fourth quarters versus the second quarter. So you grew 3%
constant currency this quarter. It sounds like you expect that to improve in the third quarter.
Is that correct? [...]

A: Let me take the revenue question. We were pretty clear in the sense that there's a whole series of new
product launches that will come in the back half, all the way from TAVR, and towards the end of the fiscal year
the Resolute Onyx. We've got 15 new product introductions in Surgical Solutions. We will address the
reprocessing. And most importantly, we've got the MiniMed 670G, which we'll launch toward the end of the
fiscal year. And we expect a ramp-up in growth as the next two quarters go by. So, we do think that a
significant shift in our new product cadence will give us enough growth to take us well within the mid-single-
digit range in the back half. [...]

Q: Could I ask a little bit about the idea of growth accelerating again towards the back half? I
know it's been covered quite a bit, but part of what potentially we're seeing though is that as
some of these product cycles wane and some of your competitors launch responsive products,
the question is really, is what you're bringing enough to replace what is waning? And is it
really just a situation where perhaps the better parts of some of these businesses may be
behind you for a period of time?

A: No, we don't think so. I think you've just got to look at the product cadence. If I take Diabetes for example,
clearly that's a revolutionary new product, which isn't in the market at all, and we think the benefits of that are
yet to come. That's a clear example of a breakthrough product line, and I think in both CVG and MITG and
certainly in RTG and all the product segments, these are strong products. The stuff that we're doing in that
transcatheter market are significant enhancements to what we've had before, and we expect traction on those.

So we think our product pipeline is robust. We described that in the analyst meeting. We haven't come off any
of that. Our feeling about their impact is no less than what it was then. It just so happens that the timing of
these launches coupled with some really severe market headwinds all at the same time just kind of - there was
a concurrence of these events in one quarter, and we expect that sort of collection of circumstances not to
repeat. And we think that the robustness of our pipeline will come through, and we'll get the appropriate
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benefits. So our excitement around new products and our confidence has not been shaken at all as to their
viability and what they can do to the market and to patients.

Q: There's been some concerns with Trump being elected and an ACA repeal that volumes
could suffer, as there's either a transition or a formal appeal of the Affordable Care Act. Can
you help us think about that?

A: Well, let me take those questions one at a time. First of all with respect to the healthcare policy, again I
don't want to speculate as to what's going to happen here. But I do know, which I've stated consistent in the
past, is that a move to a value-based healthcare, a move towards a regime where the entire healthcare market
gets rewarded for producing better outcomes will not only lower-costs but that's the only way forward and it
doesn't really matter which administration is in place or in which country you're in, that is a basic fact
governed in logic and I think a focus around that will prevail. I think that will be important in any future
policies that are made, as there's an alignment of stakeholders pushing in that direction.

Q: Something that came out of the VEITH symposium in your presentation with the Aortic and
Peripheral group there: on contracting, a question on the amount of multiline contracting that
you've seen taking up in the US. You took that maybe a step further into introducing this idea
of a warrantee offer in exchange for commitments from clients. Can you elaborate on that a
little bit? Do you see the application of that in other areas?

A: The main overriding comment I would make is that the example you state is truly an example of value-
based healthcare. And value-based healthcare means that we become a company who are paid for outcomes,
as opposed to the product itself. And that's a long-term journey, but eventually, we think that, that's the right
thing for healthcare, that's the right thing for us. It'll make us a more efficient team in our R&D, and we'll get
rewarded for what we innovate, and healthcare will get the right value. And in the long-term, outcomes and
lower cost.

So, that model, you'll see us replicate in many other areas. And like I've described in the chronic care world,
with the Diabeter and with NOK [severe obesity], and we've talked a lot about our antibacterial sleeve, which
also has same kind of model, so you'll see a lot of these things from us, these value-based healthcare models.
And that one example that you state is only the beginning. I think our size helps us with a seat at the table to
do these contracts. I think it'll give us a differentiated advantage, not only because of our size, but because of
our ability to innovate and link them to outcomes.

As we mentioned, we've been attempting to drive more of our revenue into multiline contracts in order to
create stickiness of share versus new products coming into the market. And we're now - up to 38% of CVG
revenue in the US is tied up in multiline contracts. So, what you've specifically identified is a trend that we're
trying to basically take products where we have clearly demonstrated superior outcomes and then create
performance guarantees that allow us to then do what Omar said, become a value-based healthcare company.
We've done that extensively with the anti-infective envelope TYRX in the CRM business and what was being
outlined by the APV team there at VEITH was really using the strong clinical evidence around Endurant and
Endurant IIS to basically create performance guarantees to drive market share in that segment.

-- by Adam Brown and Kelly Close
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